BAGLIO ONETO LUXURY WINE RESORT
Marsala – SICILY Region

Location
Sicily is the biggest island in Italy and in the Mediterranean Sea, an amazing land rich in history and traditions,
where art and culture intertwine with wonderful natural beauties. From the sea to the mountains and
countryside, from the volcanos to the fishing villages, there are really many reasons why to visit Sicily. As
Frederick II, King of Sicily, once said: “I don't envy God's paradise, because I'm well satisfied to live in Sicily”.
In the list of the Unesco's World Heritage sites there are seven Sicilian places: in addition to the Baroque cities
Noto, Modica and Ragusa, the Aeolian Islands, the Valley of the Temples in Agrigento and Syracuse with the
rock-cut Necropolis of Pantalica, this prestigious award was obtained also by mount Etna – being one of the
most symbolic and active volcanos in the world -, the Villa Romana del Casale, in Piazza Armerina, e il ArabNorman Palermo and the Cathedral churches of Cefalù and Monreale, an itinerary through the Norman-Arab
history of great artistic value. All ingredients of a perfect vacations melt here in Sicily: millenary traditions,
amazing food and celebrated wines, outstanding and very well preserved Phoenicians, Greek and Roman
archaeological sites, warm hospitality, breath taking natural scenarios (the biggest European active Volcano,
again volcanic archipelago, turquoise waters, white sand beaches, valleys and borgos, open air museums cities
and so on), incredible monuments of all ages, true Italian lifestyle and a mild climate all over the year. There
is no reason to postpone a trip to Sicily, an entire world concentrated in one region.
The part of western coast where Baglio Oneto stands, has been a Phoenician colony until Romans defeated
them and destroyed the cities. In this area there are many archaeological sites and an ancient production of
wine (the famous Marsala wine) and salt. Is an unmissable experience to visit “saline” the place where still
nowadays as centuries ago marine salt is produced.
Property
In the most scenic spot on the coast of western Sicily, rich with history and legends, among the green olive
groves and vineyards, sweet mulberry trees, and sun-ripened prickly pears, lies an enchanted place, suspended
in time.
Ancient stories and a feeling of elegant comfort meet within the walls of Baglio Oneto dei Principi di San
Lorenzo - LUXURY WINE RESORT, original home to one of Italy's noblest families.
From the top of this panoramic hill, the sunsets will leave you at a loss for words, your senses overtaken by
Sicilian scents, flavors, and hints of ancient memory. The view from the Baglio Oneto dei Principi di San Lorenzo
is one of exceptional beauty: with a single glance you breathe in the essence of western Sicily, and beyond.
Across the horizon are the historic areas of Marsala, the Riserva dello Stagnone, the beautiful Egadi islands
and the ancient town of Erice.
A harmonious shadow dance on the sea.
We absolutely recommend a visit to Baglio Oneto Wine Cellar which includes 4 wine tasting combined with
typical products and the tasting of our extra virgin olive oil. In these moments our guests can enjoy the
fascinating history of Baglio Oneto and of the Marsala wine. At “La Calandra” restaurant you enjoy the Italian,
Sicilian and typical Mediterranean diet dishes that show you the concept of “gourmet philosophy cooking”: a
genuine and fulfilling culinary experience, perfect for any taste. The aromatic herbs that grow on the
surrounding land of Baglio Oneto give the dishes that we make an ancient and traditional Sicilian taste and
smell. One of our favorite quotes is: “A day without wine is a day without sun!”. Our wine list offers you a wide
and carefully selected list of the best Italian and locally produced wines, among which you can also find the
Baglio Oneto personal production. The restaurant’s interior features a hut roof and entrances made of local
stones that remind us of the past, in a place where bread and pasta were once made. During spring and
summertime, it is possible to enjoy lunch on the “Terrazza di Venere” that overlooks the sea, islands and
famous Mount Erice. Dinner is served in the Giardino della Corte Storica, where a particular feature of the

original water well is present, a very unique piece, known as the heart of the ancient Baglio you will be
enchanted by a very romantic and intimate atmosphere. Various menus are available such as: Typical, special
menu with a wine paired with each dish, flambè menu, menù a la carte, vegetarian menù, vegan and celiac
(AIC certified – Italian Celiac Association). After hours menù available at all times of the day.
Rooms
The Baglio Oneto dei Principi di San Lorenzo - Luxury Wine Resort offers 49 elegant rooms, with the utmost
comfort being guaranteed by Dorelan memory foam mattresses and soft pillows.
The rooms, renovated in 2020, showcase the colours of the true Sicilian tradition, enveloping you with
Mediterranean tastes—coloured ceramics, hand-crafted wrought iron, the discreet elegance of solid wood
and flooring with floral motifs—straight from ancient Sicilian customs. In your room, you will find a balcony or
terrace so you may delight in the views of our landscape, savour the beauty of the Marsala countryside or the
spectacle of the sunset over the sea.
Each room is perfumed with the scents of home.
Price starting from: 200 euro per room per night with breakfast included
Amenities included:
 Free upgrade (upon availability)
 Welcome drink
 Complimentary wine cellar visit and tasting (in case of weekly stays)
Special campaign expressively made for Travel Counsellors
Surroundings & Activities
Suggest your clients nice places to visit around and interesting activities to complete the offer.
Surroundings:
Salt pans – 5km away
Sandy beaches – 6km away
Mozia island embarcadero – 6km away
Marsala – 10km away
Erice archaeological site – 30km away
Segesta archaeological site – 40km away
Palermo – 120km away
Trapani – 21km away
Activities
Salt pans visit: on req
Mozia island visit: on req
Sicilian cooking class: on req
Marsala wines tasting: on req

Map & Accessibility
Our transfers: prices per car, one way
Night supplement 25% apply for services from 8pm to 7am
Closest airport: Palermo, 1hr 30mins away
By sedan (max 2 pax with bags): 175 euro
Minivan (max 6 pax with bags): 205 euro
Closest railway station: Palermo, 1hr 30mins away
By sedan (max 2 pax with bags): 175 euro
Minivan (max 6 pax with bags): 205 euro

